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Abstract
Quality in supply chain Management is based upon a closed loop feedback system which provides solid and consistent feedback mechanism throughout the
design, development and manufacturing stages of the product life cycle deployment [1,2]. To cope with the challenges of product quality design applied in
supply chain management (starting from product quality design moves beyond local enterprise into supply chain, which is dynamic, trans-department, trans-
regional and collaborative), a new design mode of product quality was generated which integrates Quality Functional Deployment (QFD) and FMEA in the
product design and development process in supply chain management system for industry 4.0 requirements[3,4]. QFD provides a comprehensive, systematic
approach to ensure that requirement chain captured was from need assessment to design, development and manufacturing process of the product meeting or
exceeding the customer expectations among the best of the best competitors[5,6]. The objective of the Research was to study and understand the key factors
that result in the successful application of QFD in dynamically varying supply chain management scenarios. QFD is not used only for a manufacturer but
several customers and stakeholders to provide adequate knowledge about product/process failure modes and there impacts. In QFD each and every part,
process especially the support technologies for implementing collaboration were analyzed and studied. By applying advanced tools to the system with the
open source are often used to enhance the communication function, improve working e�ciency and shorten the development cycle so as to respond to the
�uctuation of market demands as quick as possible[7,8]. A case study is used to study the Quality function deployment technique that can be used in the
processing development of designing and producing Transmit/Receive Modules(TRMs) for active phased array radars to make it more reliable and more
robust than existing modules to improve customer satisfaction.

From the Pareto chart of Technical Descriptor and Importance we can see that Design capabilities and Design veri�cation test got around 60 % of importance
for improvement of T/R modules.

So, our focus should be to implement Reliability and quality at design phase and have to validate it much prior hardware design and development for which
we need use some design tool before testing like, QFD, FMEA, Benchmarking and Ansys Sherlock which uses Physics of failure method.

Introduction
To cope with the challenges of product quality design applied in supply chain management i.e., starting from product quality design moves beyond local
enterprise into supply chain, which is dynamic, trans-department, trans- regional and collaborative, the researcher used potential quality management tools as
the source for data collection. Quality control tools Viz., QFD with the bench-marking is used to develop a Voice of Customer matrix. Using information from
the matrix, a new customer-oriented Supply chain management programme was designed, a new design mode of product quality was generated which
integrates Quality Functional Deployment (QFD) shown in �gure 1.0 below.The Industry 4.0 era requires new quality management systems due to the ever
increasing complexity of the global business environment[5,6].

Benchmarking
Is a continuous quality improvement process tool which is used by an organization/industry towards accessing its internal strengths and weaknesses,
evaluate comparative advantages of leading competitors, identify best practices of industry functional leaders, and incorporate these �ndings into a strategic
action plan geared to gain a position of superiority. Benchmarking can be de�ned as a process of comparison of some measure of actual performance
against a reference or benchmark performance. There are three main aspects to the performance of a company: E�ciency, Productivity and Quality.
Benchmark results are used to identify, quantify and prioritize improvement opportunities offering the greatest potential return, while highlighting areas at risk
due to under-spending[3,4].

Failure Mode Effective Analysis (FMEA)
FMEA is another design tool used in SCM during product design and development process in supply chain management system. FMEA is an excellent tool for
evaluating the potential failures and risks throughout the design, process and service stages as shown in �gure 3.0. It helps in quality improvement, defect
reduction and on time delivery. Despite the importance of FMEA in improving the product quality, studies using FMEA approach for the supply chain network
are notably lacking, highlighting the importance of this research [10,11].

Research Methodology
A case study of fabrication of Transmit Receive Modules (TRMs) PCBs as a platform for conducting research through data collection, analysis, challenges
faced during fabrication and implementation will be discussed in this paper. The PCB’s are commonly used for various bands of Active Array Antenna Design
(AAAU). However they belong to category of the customized products, where each customer has their own product design speci�cations to suit the required
product assembly. It means, unlike other uni�ed products, they cannot be reused, even if large quantities of goods are returned. The nonconforming PCBs have
to be scrapped in the majority of situations, as they cannot be repaired or re-manufactured to suit the speci�cations. This serious quality issues during the
design and manufacturing not only creates huge loss for the manufacturer, but also the rest of supply chain network by impacting on the lead-time and
customer satisfaction. The case company operates with the global customers and hence it is critical to reduce the potential failures and ensure on time
delivery to remain competitive in market. This re�ects the complex and competitive nature of supply   chain network for the PCB products[9,10]

The research shows by designing an engineering instrument that can identify the real needs of customers and appropriate responsive activities of an
industrial plant with the integration of QFD (Quality Function Deployment) along with bench-marking and FMEA (Failure Mode and Effects Analysis), and by
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focusing on application of research and development process. The study results and the experimental model application with the normal process of the plant
in the case study indicated that the model was able to identify and link and the relationship between the real needs of customers and factors affecting the
process in the form of points that can be ordered and classi�ed to determine which factors having the highest impacts on the process[12,13]. It was also
found that the results of the implementation of the project at the plant in the case study enabled an increase of e�ciency in solving problems through the
factors identi�ed as having impacts as shown in �gure 4.0 below.

Findings:-
The researchers outline a practical solution to the problem on Design challenging environment of Dynamically Varying Supply Chain Management System
which satisfy the main expectations of potential employers (customers) strengthening the link in SCM.

Research limitations / Implications:-
The study is speci�cally concerned with the design of an SCM tools addressing the dynamic behaviour of dynamically varying supply chain management
system.

Practical implications – The application of QFD and FMEA as a joint analysis tool is an interesting approach in addressing the challenges in the �led of
dynamically varying supply chain management system. A case study was taken up to study the effect and was concluded that this new programme with
advanced quality tools has successfully meets or exceeds customer/employer expectations and requirements.

Case Study: Research On Design And Manufacturing Challenges Of Transmit Receive Modules Using Qc
Tools:
The Transmit/Receive Modules (TRMs) are the basic building blocks for active phased arrays. In transmit mode, the T/R modules receive the Radio Frequency
(RF) signal from RF signal generator, amplify it and transmit the ampli�ed signal to antenna elements. In receive mode, the T/R Module receives a signal from
antenna element and provides low noise ampli�cation of the signal.

Four numbers of T/R modules are housed in a single package called as the Quad-TRM or QTRM. However, the QTRM is operating at X-band frequency and
called as X- Band QTRM. The QTRM is a hermitically sealed unit. Each T/R module of QTRM can be channeled inside with metallic walls between RF blocks in
order to minimize coupling effects between adjacent T/R Module paths. The QTRM should be controlled by QTRM controller (FPGA based controller). Figure 1
shows functional block diagram of the QTRM. The layout of QTRM is shown in Figure 2. The functional block diagram of a single T/R channel in a QTRM is
shown in the Figure 3.

The basic functional block diagram of a transmit/receive (T/R) module with a distributed transmitter. Ampli�cation, phase shifters, and attenuators are
required at each antenna element to electronically steer the beam and shape the antenna pattern. Additionally, each element must be protected from
electromagnetic damage, which can be caused by other systems or re�ected energy. The transmitter and receiver must also be connected to a common
radiating element. The �rst ampli�er in the receive chain needs to amplify small signals and generate a minimum amount of noise to provide maximum
sensitivity. The last ampli�er in the transmit chain needs to e�ciently generate a high- power level. These con�icting requirements, along with the
unidirectional performance of ampli�ers, often lead to the use of separate ampli�ers for the transmitter and receiver. The phase shifter and attenuator are
bidirectional and can satisfy both transmit and receive functions. The basic electronic requirements at each element of the phased array can be achieved
using the layout shown in Fig. 5. This setup constitutes the basic functionality commonly referred to as a T/R module. This block diagram assumes that the
receive and transmit functions are not simultaneous. HYBRID VERSUS MMICs Cost and Performance The microwave components in a T/R module are
realized as monolithic microwave integrated circuits (MMICs) or hybrid circuits incorporating discrete transistors. MMICs allow all of the passive components
(inductors, capacitors, resistors, and transmission lines) to be fabricated on the semiconductor wafer along with the active devices (transistors, diodes, etc.).
Hybrid assembly techniques use discrete parts for capacitors, inductors, and resistors, which are then integrated with the transistors using microelectronic
interconnection and assembly techniques. A MMIC will cost more than the value of its active devices because of the increased semiconductor size and
the complex  integration of the passive components.

The new approach proposed to be used against conventional approach by subjecting the product to Accelerated Life Test with an intention to evaluate
product reliability. Before bringing a Transmit/Receive Modules (T/R Modules) to the laboratory, we can develop simulation model. With this model, one can
accurately identify design and assembly �aws. Creating simulated environment which is more appropriate to the real �eld environment is easier moreover
simulation can be done by taking whole physical environmental parameters acting at once. Software simulation will interpret Physics of failure for targeted
life. The outcome of this simulation is accurate when compare to conventional methods. Further, it will be economic and speedy. After all, this kind of testing
has played a key role in the evolution of today's highly-reliable products. Instead, this examination of certain weaknesses in classical environmental testing
can be helpful in understanding how new testing methods, in particular Accelerated Life testing can lead to even greater levels of product quality and
reliability needs.

However, it is mandatory to perform laboratory test which ensures reliability and life. Veri�cation and validation can be carried out on the module before
bringing in to practice. This can be done using suitable test standards and using advanced testing machineries and searching for possibilities of integrating
two or more environmental parameters which will enhance common mode failures identi�cation and also bring the statistical con�dence levels narrower.
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T/R modules are a performance, reliability, and cost driver for  future phased array antenna applications. Semiconductor, packaging, and assembly
technologies all play critical roles in determining the performance, reliability, and cost of T/R modules. The packaging design process should consider the
effects on both semiconductor and assembly techniques to ensure that the best overall product is achieved. Trade-offs between performance, cost, and
reliability must also be carefully considered for successful packaging development.

Objectives Of Quality Functional Deployment
To apply Quality Function Deployment technique to translate customer requirements into designing and producing transmit/receive modules for active phased
array radars to make it more reliable and more robust than existing modules.

Introduction
Quality function deployment (QFD) is a planning tool that focuses on designing quality into a product or service by incorporating customer needs. It is a
systems approach involving cross-functional teams (whose members are not necessarily from product design) that looks at the complete cycle of product
development. This quality cycle starts with creating a design that meets customer needs and continues on through conducting detailed product analyses of
parts and components to achieve the desired product, identifying the processes necessary to make the product, developing product requirements, prototype
testing, �nal product or service testing, and �nishing with after-sales troubleshooting.

QFD is customer driven and translates customers' needs into appropriate technical requirements in products and services. It is proactive in nature. Also
identi�ed by other names—house of quality, matrix product planning, customer-driven engineering, and decision matrix. It evaluates competitors from two
perspectives, the customer's perspective and a technical perspective. The customer's view of competitors provides the company with valuable information on
the market potential of its products. The technical perspective, which is a form of benchmarking, provides information on the relative performance of the
company with respect to industry leaders. This analysis identi�es the degree of improvements needed in products and processes and serves as a guide for
resource allocation.

Main Purpose of QFD
(a) To get higher quality products to market faster and at a lower cost.

(b) To achieve customer driven product design.

(c) To provide a tracking system for future design or process improvements.

Bene�ts of using the QFD process
(a) Creates a customer driven environment.

(b) Reduces the cycle time for new products.

(c) Uses concurrent engineering methods.

(d) Reduces design to manufacture costs (fewer changes).

(e) Increases communications through cross functional teams.

(f) Creates data for proper documentation of engineering knowledge.

(g) Establishes priority requirements and improves quality.

QFD Process: House of Quality (HOQ)
Quality Function Deployment (QFD) uses a matrix format to capture a number of issues that are vital to the planning process. The QFD product/ service
development process or methodology is based on the development of a sequence of matrices known as “House of Quality”. The house of quality is so
named because of the image used in its construction.

The use of matrices is the key to the building of the house. The primary matrix in the house of the quality is the relationship matrix between the customer
needs or wants and the design features and requirements.

The House of Quality Matrix is the most recognized and widely used to achieve higher customer satisfaction. In other words, it is a kind of conceptual
map that provides the means for inter-functional planning and communication. It is constructed mainly to analyze and translate the customer
requirements “What’s” into technical requirements “How’s”

The basic description of house of quality, shown in the Figure 4.0, is listed above: -

a) The left side of the house has the customer needs.
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b) The ceiling has the design features and technical requirements.

c) The right side contains the customer priorities (comparisons).

d) The foundation contains the benchmarking, target values.

e) The roof of the house contains a matrix describing the relationship between design features.

In order to construct the House of Quality, QFD process need to be followed and the steps are enumerated the �g-

The �rst phase in the implementation of the Quality Function Deployment process involves putting together a “House of Quality”. There are 11 building steps
for House of quality. The steps for building the house of quality for the project are as enumerated in subsequent paragraphs.

Customer Requirements- Voc Or “whats”
In order to design and produce transmit/receive modules for active phased array radars which is able to satisfy customer needs, the customer requirements
are required to be collected. In this step, the market segment required to be analyzed during the process for the project was determined and also the
identi�cation of customers was undertaken.

Table 1.0 Customer Requirements - VOC or “WHATs”

Sl no Customer requirement

1 Meets Technical Speci�cation

2 Design for Quality

 

3

Design for Reliability (MTBF,

Derating etc)

4 Design for testability

5 High E�ciency

6 Thermal Stability

7 Less power consumption

8 Light in weight

9 Ease in Maintenance

Customer Importance Ratings.
The selected customer’s requirements were ranked on the basis of Customer feedback collected through survey. In the survey, the customer rated the
importance of each requirement on a scale from 1- 5, with 5 being most important and 1 being less important. For calculation of Importance rating of   all
customers requirement statistical method MODE is used.

Table 2.0 Customer Importance Ratings

 

 

Customer
Requirements

(What's)

Meets Technical
Speci�cation

Design
for
Quality

Design for
Reliability
(MTBF,

Derating etc)

Design for
testability

High
E�ciency

Thermal
Stability

Less power
consumption

Light
in
weight

Ease in
Maintenance

Importance
Rating of customer

requirments

 

5

 

4

 

4

 

4

 

5

 

4

 

4

 

3

 

3

Customer Rating of the Competitor.
In this step the customer ratings are to be taken with respect to the competitors’ product. The rating will be used to set the benchmarking of the product. The
procedure has been substituted by taking the same voice of customers for competitors (AMPL, Data Pattern, BEL). In the survey, the customer rated the
importance of each requirement on a scale from 1- 5, with 5 being most important and 1 being less important and the statistical method MODE is used for
getting the results.

Table 3.0 Competitor Ratings
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Customer Requirements (What's)

Meets
Technical
Speci�cation

Design
for
Quality

Design for
Reliability (MTBF,
Derating etc)

Design
for
testability

High
E�ciency

Thermal
Stability

Less power
consumption

Light
in
weight

Ease in
Mainten

Competitor rating 1- AMPL  4  4  4  3  3  3  3  

3

 

3

 

Competitor rating 2- Data Pattern

 

4

 

4

 

3

 

4

 

3

 

3

 

4

 

4

 

4

Competitor rating 3- BEL  

3

 

3

 

3

 

3

 

3

 

3

 

3

 

3

 

3

competitors Meets
Technical
Speci�cation

Design
for
Quality

Design for
Reliability (MTBF,

Derating etc)

Design
for
testability

High
E�ciency

Thermal
Stability

Less power
consumption

Light
in
weight

Ease in
Mainten

 

Benchmarking

 

4

 

4

 

4

 

4

 

3

 

3

 

4

 

4

 

4

Technical Requirements- Voice of Engineer “Hows”.
The technical requirements are attributes about the product or service that can be measured and benchmarked against the competition. There are 5 technical
requirements considered to make our product more reliable and more robust than existing modules.

Table 4.0 Voice of Engineer

Sl no Technical Descriptor

 

1

 

Design Capabilities

2 Manufacturing capabilities

3 Vendor QA Process

 4  Design Veri�cation Test

5 Quali�cation Test

Relationship Matrix.
The relationship matrix is where the team determines the relationship between customer needs and the company’s ability to meet those needs. Rating of the
relationship between the customer requirements and the technical requirements was evaluated in this step and constructed a relationship matrix. The
relationship matrix provides a listing of how the technical requirements represent each customer’s needs on a scale of 1, 3, and 9.

(a) 1 represents a slight or possible relationship

(b) 3 represents a moderate relationship

(c) 9 represents for a strong relationship.

Table 5.0 Relationship Matrix
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Functional Requirements (How's)

→

 

Manufacturing capabilities

 

Vendor QA Process

 

Design Veri�cation Test

 

Quali�cation Test

Customer Requirements - (What's)

↓

Meets Technical Speci�caiton 9 9 9 3

Design for Quality   3 3 3

Design for Reliability (MTBF,Derating etc)   1 3 3

Design for testability 9 9 9 9

High E�ciency     3  

Thermal Stability     3 3

Less power consumption     3 3

Light in weight     3 3

Ease in Maintenance 3   3 3

Di�culty, Cost and time
The di�culty level to achieve these technical descriptors is scaled by discussing with technical team members. Similarly, estimated cost and time required  for
completion of the project is scaled by having a discussion with project manager.

Technical Analysis of Competitor Products
This process involves reverse engineering on the competitor products to determine speci�c values for competitor technical requirements. Also, to better
understand the competition and engineering, a comparison of competitor technical requirement can be conducted and benchmarking of these is added in the
HOQ.

Table 6.0 Technical Analysis of Competitor Products

Technical  

Design Capabilities

Manufa cturing capabilit

ies

Vendor QA

Process

Design Veri�catio n Test Quali �cati on

Test 

Requirements (How's)

Competitor

rating 1- AMPL

 

4

 

3

 

3

 

2

 

3

Competitor rating 2-Data Pattern  

3

 

4

 

3

 

3

 

2

Competitor rating 3-BEL  

4

 

4

 

3

 

3

 

3

Correlation Matrix
The development of technical correlations was carried out and assigned in the roof of the house of the quality. Examination of how each of the technical
requirements is impacting other can be undertaken from this matrix and documentation has to be done on strong negative relationships between technical
requirements and work. The correlations were formulated to determine the relationship between the “How’s” and to show what “How’s” in�uence each
technique. These indications show that technical elements affect the performance of each other’s, which is represented by the sign,

Table 7.0 Correlation Matrix

++ + . - --

Strong Positive Positive No correlation Negative Strong Negative
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QFD Results and Inference
Quality function deployment technique can be used in the processing development of designing and producing transmit/receive modules for active
phased array radars to make it more reliable and more robust than existing modules to improve customer satisfaction.

From the Pareto chart of Technical Descriptor and Importance we can see that Design capabilities and Design veri�cation test got around 60 %
of importance for improvement of T/R modules.

So, our focus should be to implement Reliability and quality at design phase and have to validate it. For which we need use some design tool before
testing like, Ansys Sherlock which is uses POF method.

Summary And Conclusions
The methodology followed to carry out the research being reported was started by conducting literature survey on the aspects of linking QFD along with
bench-marking and FMEA leading to innovation towards addressing dynamically challenging market environment followed with an experimental case study.
However no research has so far been conducted to link these models Viz., QFD.bench- marking and FMEA in supply chain management. This paper present
the research work carried out to study the impact of above said tools in supply chain management system. The research also provides directions for the
effective assessment of process quality risks within SCM network. The tools like QFD design and FMEA represents an effective methodology for improving the
process quality, product quality and reliability by prioritizing the failure problems throughout the process of design , development and production. The work
also demonstrate how results could provide comprehensive understanding of the failure modes in design , development and manufacturing processes. To
cope with the challenges of product quality design applied in supply chain management (starting from product quality design moves beyond local enterprise
into supply chain, which is dynamic, trans-department, trans- regional and collaborative); A new design mode of product quality was generated which
integrates Quality Functional Deployment (QFD) and FMEA in the product design and development process in dynamically varying supply chain management
system. The research evidently shows the need for focus on processes and their associated risks also emphasized on the need for assuring the quality
performance in the global supply chain network.
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Figures

Figure 1

Phases of QFD in SCM System
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Figure 2

Bench Marking Model

Figure 3
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Failure Mode Effective Analysis

Figure 4

QFD with Bench-marking and FMEA in SCM

Figure 5

QTRM functional blocks

Figure 6
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Layout of QTRM

Figure 7

Single TRM channel RF functional �ock diagram inside a QTRM

Figure 8

QFD Matrix: The house of quality
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Figure 9

QFD Process: Voice of Customer
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Figure 10

QFD Process: House of Quality
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Figure 11

Pareto chart for Technical Descriptors


